ANCRA PUTS AIRCRAFT CARGO LOADING CONVENIENCE IN YOUR TRAILER.
Your trailers can benefit from the same high speed loading that moves thousands of tons of air cargo everyday. Ancra’s next generation pneumatic roller floor system uses retractable rollers to lift and slide containers to speed turnarounds. Loading and unloading is quicker, reducing handling time and lowering labor costs. Available for air freight or palletized freight, the system instantly converts back to a flat floor for general freight.

ENGINEERED FOR LIGHT WEIGHT, HEAVY DURABILITY.
Steel top plate and rollers fend off forklifts. Lower sections are aluminum to reduce weight. All parts are easily accessed for inspection or repair. System is powered by pneumatics off the truck’s existing air supply.

2” ROLLERS CONFIGURATIONS

VERSATILE
Your trailers can benefit from the same high speed loading that moves thousands of tons of air cargo everyday. Available for air or palletized freight, instantly convert back to a flat floor for general freight.

FAST
Loading and unloading is quicker - reducing handling time and lowering labor costs.

STEEL TOP PLATE
Heavy duty top plate and rollers fend off forklifts. Easily remove for cleaning or service.

2 Inch Rollers
Effortless
Improved Roll Resistance of the Dual Skate Wheels
Versatile
Your trailers can benefit from the same high speed loading that moves thousands of tons of air cargo everyday. 5 lane system can be used offering cost savings to you
Available for air or palletized freight, instantly convert back to a flat floor for general freight
Centralized Controls
Easily operated controls are housed in a weatherproof container.
- One valve to raise & lower
- Liquid filled pressure gauge
- Factory preset pressure regulator
- Auxiliary air input
- Track isolation valves